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This paper reports an application of multimedia in a blended learning environment in
which students engaged in multimodal presentations and peer group discussion.
Students' presentation files were commented upon by their peers on the discussion
board and scored by the researcher, based on questions developed by Levy and
Kimber (2009) to apply criteria of design, content and cohesion in analysis of
multimodal texts. After the discussion phase, students revised their files and answered
a questionnaire about their perception of the value of this practice for language
learning. Regarding the production of presentation files, most aspects of the title slide
and overall slide designs were performed well, except for a lack of dynamic effects and
inadequate consideration of the visual perception of the audience. Peer group
discussion and the scoring can assist the students in inspiring their creativity and
modification of the designs of their presentations. In contrast, other aspects such as
language use were not improved, probably due to the limited language proficiency of
the students or their unawareness of the need for further improvement. The
questionnaire results indicate that students appreciated peer group discussions and
understood that they might need increased skills to use the presentation software in a
more sophisticated way.

Introduction

The hybrid form of electronic texts composed of semiotic modes such as video,
graphics, images and animation, plus written texts, differs from the print-based
convention (Lin, 2007). Jewitt (2002) stated that, in a transfer from page to screen,
students learn to make sense of representational modes in a range including image,
movement, gesture and voice, and suggested that an interaction of students with
visual texts demands that “‘reading’ and the process of learning within school English
be regarded as more than a linguistic accomplishment” (p. 171). The potential for
multimodal representations to assist language learners, and whether e-generation
students having a heightened media literacy might also participate in the instructional
process as designers and creators of materials has been debated (Prensky, 2008). Levy
and Kimber (2009) suggested that creations by youths using the new techniques be
investigated further to understand what is involved in learning and producing
multimodal texts.

This study investigated the application of multimedia in a reading course in which
students were involved in multimodal presentations and peer group discussions. After
reading selected English novels, students explained the characters and plots of those
novels with presentation software (Microsoft PowerPoint). Their presentation files were
commented upon by their peers on the discussion board and scored by the researcher,
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using questions developed by Levy and Kimber (2009) for applying criteria of design,
content and cohesion in analyses of multimodal texts. This paper aims to 1) study how
the salient features of multimodal products are illustrated in the designs of the title
slide and overall slides; 2) analyse which aspects of the salient features are improved
after peer feedback; and 3) reveal how students perceive the value of such a practice
for language learning.

Literature review

Literacy is typically described as an ability to read and to write. A new definition of
literacy emerged after the recent evolution of information and communication
technologies. For instance, Barton, Hamilton and Ivanic (2000) regarded literacy as
social practices, “the general cultural ways of utilizing written language which people
draw upon in their daily lives” (p. 7).  The Centre for Literacy defined literacy as
abilities in a complicated set that people apply to understand the dominant symbol
systems of a culture, including alphabets, numbers and visual icons:

In a technological society, literacy extends beyond the functional skills of reading,
writing, speaking and listening to include multiple literacies such as visual, media and
information literacy. These new literacies focus on an individual’s capacity to use and
make critical judgments about the information they encounter on a daily basis. (The
Centre for Literacy, n.d.)

The need to redefine literacy in the electronic age entails the development of a meta-
language facilitating meta-textual awareness of image and text relations (Unsworth,
2006). Many scholars (e.g. Duncum, 2004; Jaén, & Basanta, 2009; Jewitt, 2005a; Mariani,
1997) stressed that communication between human beings generally involves varied
modalities and meaning is interpreted through communication in varied modes
including music, the spoken voice, sound effects, language, and pictures. Kress and
van Leeuwen (1996) proposed that images, like language, realise simultaneously
meanings of three kinds: representations of material reality, and the interpersonal
interaction of social reality, and semiotic reality. Unsworth (2006) emphasised similarly
that images and texts can instantiate and extend each other; critical understanding of
the interpretive possibilities of texts must thus take all ideational, interpersonal and
compositional perspectives into the making of meaning. He called for an urgent need
to proceed beyond logocentric accounts of literacy and literacy pedagogy to make
sense of the increasingly integrative use of images with language in texts in electronic
and paper media of many and varied types.

With the popularity of information communication technologies (ICTs), many authors
worldwide have explored the screen-based literacy practices of young people (Kimber
& Wyatt-Smith, 2009; Luo, 2009; Walsh, 2009; Wheeler & Wheeler, 2007). Without a
doubt, in countries with abundant computers, the predominant means of
communication is multimodal for young people in the current generations (Vicent,
2005). Jewitt (2005b) stated that “The particular material and social affordances (Kress
& van Leeuwen, 2001; van Leeuwen, 2005) of new technologies and screen, as opposed
to page, have led to the reconfiguration of image and writing on screen in ways that
are significant for writing and reading (p. 315).” She further challenged the educational
foregrounding of the written word and advocated educational research and practice to
look beyond the linguistic level.
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In terms of second language (L2) learning, Chapelle (1997) considered that the
facilitation of L2 acquisition depends upon beliefs regarding the types of language use
that are expected to be beneficial for L2 development. Current youth, described by
some as the e-generation, recognises the importance of computer literacy in future
endeavours because the world is primarily connected through the Internet. Many
researchers (e.g. Bower, 2011; Conroy, 2010; Lin & Wu, 2010; Wang, 2010; Ware &
O’Dowd, 2008; Zorko, 2009) have studied the effects of the application of ICTs in
facilitating students’ L2 learning. Most of the research results confirm the potential
benefits of ICTs for students' L2 proficiency.  Under these circumstances, traditional
print-based criteria of assessment are inappropriate for assessing the production of
digitally mediated texts (Wyatt-Smith & Kimber, 2005) and classroom teachers need
specific directions and training to improve the relation between learning and new
technologies, to accommodate current literacy practice (Dooly, 2011; Levy & Kimber,
2009; Wang & Ip, 2010).

Educators such as Daiute (1992) and Sutherland (1995) have advocated the integration
of multiple modes into the standard curriculum. Royce (2006) urged that “literacy
pedagogy should account for the burgeoning variety of text forms connected with
information and multimedia technologies and the proliferation of communication
channels and media supporting and extending cultural and subcultural diversity”
(p.9). In modern societies, people need to learn to interpret and to design visual
symbols, images and other modes of representation and communication (Kenner, 2004;
Thorne & Payne, 2005). Especially for students who failed to communicate successfully
in literacy expression, the multimedia environments provided by ICTs have some
potential to help them, so curriculum design in literacy education requires
modification if expected text production is to be both multimodal and monomodal
(Vicent, 2005).

Levy and Kimber (2009) agreed that a multimodal text is a complicated and
multifaceted artifact that learners can adopt to express meaningful connections, but
such multimodal texts are problematic in terms of description, evaluation and
assessment; they thus adopted some criteria focusing on discrete elements and their
interplay to make meaning in a multimodal text for the purpose of comparative
analysis across two or more texts. Their work shows that the focus on design, content
and cohesion applied to title slides, headings and knowledge representation enabled a
comparison between students. They discovered also an acute awareness of the
complicated nature of the production of multimodal texts and understood not only the
salient features of multimodal texts but also the need for students to have an improved
fluency within and across those features to improve the total quality of their
production.

Method

Subjects

Forty-four freshmen from the Department of Applied English (7 males and 37 females)
who participated in this project had enrolled in an English reading course during the
period of the project (18 weeks from February to June in 2010). All had taken computer
courses during senior high schools and had acquired experience in the use of software
(Microsoft PowerPoint) for presentation.
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Instruments

Of two instruments adopted in this project, one entails the dimensions of product
analysis developed by Levy and Kimber (2009) including the criteria of design, content
and cohesion. These authors also defined key features required to discuss and to
determine the quality of multimodal texts as follows:

• the first slide in the set (title slide);
• the choice and shape or wording in the headings of individual slides throughout

the set (headings), and
• the quality of knowledge revealed in each slide and the complete slide set

(knowledge representation) (p. 493).

For the present work, all questions in Levy and Kimber (2009) are listed as the scoring
rubrics (Tables 1 to 3) and with a five-point scale for each item. The first item serves as
an example: “Did the author use or manipulate an existing template? Or create her/
his own?” If the group used an existing template appropriately, they were awarded
three points, but, if the group used an existing template inappropriately, they were
awarded one point. If the group created their own template appropriately, they
received five points. In this way, the presentation files of the groups were analysed
and compared.

The other instrument is a questionnaire on the perceived value of such a practice to
improve language learning. Of eleven items, the first ten items are questions on a five-
point Likert scale; one open-ended question is included at the end.

Procedures

The students were taught general reading skills and strategies for reading novels for
the first 9 weeks. Meanwhile, the forty-four students (ten groups, four or five persons
per group) read four selected English novels. From the tenth week, each group
introduced the characters and summarised the plots of the novel with presentation
software. Given that each group may read different novels, the students were advised
to be informative but concise during the 5-10 minute presentation which was recorded
with a web camera. Afterwards, each group's PowerPoint file and the web camera
recording of all the members giving an oral presentation with the PowerPoint slides
were uploaded to the Web Instruction Platform provided by the university for teachers
to upload teaching materials, design online tests, and direct online discussions. The
purposes of uploading both the files and the web camera recording are for students to
comment on the other groups’ PowerPoint files and reflect on their own performance of
the presentation.

This study merely examines the visual/verbal texts of the PowerPoint files; students
were therefore guided to comment mainly on how well the multimodal texts were
produced, focusing on design, content and cohesion applied to title slides, headings
and knowledge representation. However, students were free to give comments on the
oral presentation because lengths of comments were not regulated. Each student had
to submit comments written in English for other groups’ presentation on the
discussion board. Thus each group received 39 or 40 individual comments.
Afterwards, each group summarised all the comments. In addition, the researcher
scored the initial PowerPoint files based on the criteria developed by Levy and Kimber
(2009) to analyse multimodal texts, and gave the results to each group. Finally, each
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group discussed how to revise the file according to the peer comments and the
evaluation scores.

At the end of the course, the researcher scored the revised PowerPoint files and then
compared the scores of the initial PowerPoint files and the revised ones. Moreover,
students reflected on the activity and answered a questionnaire about their perceived
value of such a practice to improve their learning.

Results and discussions

Results of the presentation files

By focusing on the design, content and cohesion across the slide set, the researcher
examined multimodal texts created by the students. Responses ‘strongly agreed’ and
‘agreed’ were consistently summed. The results of the performance of the students for
the first part of the criteria, design, appear in Table 1.

Table 1: Results of the design of the presentation files (N = 10 groups)
5 points 4 points 3 points 2 points 1 pointsDesign 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd

P
value

1.1. Did the author use or manipulate an
existing template? Or create her/ his
own?

20 60 40 10 30 30 0 0 10 0 .111

1.2. What effect is created by the size and/
or choice of image/color/font style?

10 10 70 70 10 20 10 0 0 0 .343

1.3. Were dynamic elements used
effectively?

0 10 40 40 30 40 20 10 10 0 .096

1.4. Is the font style appropriate for the
topic/treatment?

20 20 40 50 30 30 10 0 0 0 .758

1.5. Are color choices appropriate/
aesthetically pleasing?

20 30 40 30 20 30 20 10 0 0 .591

1.6. What relevance or effectiveness do any
graphics or symbols in the heading/s
have?

40 40 40 40 10 20 10 0 0 0 .343

1.7. Does the choice of color/ template/
graphic contribute to the making of
meaning in the text?

30 30 20 50 50 20 0 0 0 0 .081

1.8. Do images add impact to the
construction of meaning?

50 50 30 40 20 10 0 0 0 0 .678

1.9. Does the presentation of information
engage the viewer/reader visually
and/or dynamically?

10 10 50 60 20 20 20 10 0 0 .343

1.10. Does the progressive revelation of
information about the topic contribute
to the viewer’s engagement with the
information?

40 40 20 50 30 10 10 0 0 0 .309

Listed under each column of the scores from 5 points to 1 point are the percentages of
groups with that score. The presentation files were evaluated twice based on all the
factors from 1.1 to 1.10 under the “Design” column. Their first scores are shown under
“1st” of each score’s column and the revised ones were evaluated as listed below
“2nd” under each score’s column. A t-test was then performed based on the two scores
and the calculated values are recorded under the “P value” column in the table. Tables
2-3 follow the same pattern. Concerning the original files, students generally designed
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the slides well except for items 1.3 and 1.7. For example, more than 60 percent of the
groups designed the title slide well enough so that these slides showed an appropriate
match with the proper colors, fonts, images and sizes (items 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8
and 1.10).

An outstanding work by Group A (Figure 1) presented colours in an effective choice
(white and pink) and font (Jokerman) for the names of the group and group members,
but no group applied animation (Item 1.3) to increase the dynamic elements in a
presentation. Some color tones of both background and word content showed no
contrast so that the whole page might repel the audience as presented in Figure 2 (Item
1.7). A possible interpretation is that students designed the slides based on their own
aesthetic standards; they might be unskillful at productions with the presentation
software. Another possibility is that most groups probably focused on completing the
task without considering the visual perceptions of the audience.

Figure 1: The title slide of Group A

Throughout the peer discussion, the students exchanged opinions and learned
consciously from the construction of other presentations. Based on the feedback
received, students became increasingly skillful in the manipulation of a slide template
in the aspect of design criteria although no significant differences were found as the p
values in Table 1 indicate.  For instance, the choices of color, template design, image,
and font style enabled making a slight improvement (items 1.1, 1.3, and 1.7). The
modified versions appeared to be better blended and complementary.

As for the application of a color tone, there was a substantial correlation with the
multiliteracy, the multimodal relations between significant processes that are so critical
in media texts and the texts of electronic multimedia (as cited in Duncum, 2004).
Duncum (2004) stated that the study of visual imagery is concerned with the entire
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context of images, their production and the lived experience of those who view and
interpret them. Such evidence has accounted for the improvement because varied
perspectives from the peer discussion might have inspired the creativity of students
and adjusted their direction in the design of their presentations.

Figure 2: A slide by Group B

For the second part of the criteria, the content, results are presented in Table 2.
Concerning the initial files, the results of items 2.1 and 2.2 show that most groups were
bound by the novel title and thus failed to create new topics. For instance, most groups
presented their titles with a phrase based on the original novel titles, and some groups
focused on the concept of the character introduction. These phenomena might result
from a concept that the adoption of a novel title influenced the viewer to a particular
stance on the topic (Item 2.3).

In terms of content of the headings across the slide set, as the students were asked to
introduce the novels, the groups were prevented from producing informational or
conceptual or questioning topics (Item 2.4), but most headings were an assembly of the
various contents that elaborated multiple points of view of the topic. The most
common examples are the character introduction and the plot introduction (Item 2.5).
In Group A, for example, the headings “plot”, “narrate”, “figurative language”,
“settings”, and “trailers” were used across the slide set. These headings constructed
various aspects of the novel and engaged the viewers to read the further information
because the presentation topic, slide headings and the content are strongly correlated
among one another (Item 2.6).
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Table 2: Results of the content of the presentation files (N = 10 groups)
5 points 4 points 3 points 2 points 1 pointsContent 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd

P
value

2.1. Is the title a phrase, statement or
concept?

10 0 0 0 80 90 10 10 0 0 .343

2.2. Is the title descriptive, informative, or
subjective?

0 0 0 0 100 100 0 0 0 0 .343

2.3. Does the title position the viewer to a
particular stance on the topic?

40 40 40 50 10 10 0 0 10 0 .343

2.4. Is the choice of wording
informational, conceptual,
questioning or …?

0 0 10 20 20 30 70 50 0 0 .193

2.5. Do the headings help to construct
multiple viewpoints on the topic?

40 40 10 10 10 30 20 20 20 0 .423

2.6. How do the heading/s relate to the
viewer? Position the viewer to
engage with a particular stance on
the topic?

20 20 50 70 10 10 10 0 10 0 .213

2.7. Does the content reveal depth/
breadth of knowledge?

10 10 20 40 10 10 50 30 10 10 .104

2.8. Does the content reveal the author’s
capacity to process/ seek multiple
sources/ perspectives?

10 10 10 10 0 30 60 50 20 0 .096

2.9. Is the content well–synthesised? 10 10 10 30 40 40 20 10 20 10 .052
2.10. Is the content in the author’s own

words or copied/ pasted from other
sources?

30 30 10 20 30 30 30 20 0 0 .168

2.11. Are sources acknowledged? 0 0 0 20 10 10 0 0 90 70 .168
2.12. Is language use proficient? 10 0 40 30 30 70 20 0 0 0 .758

With regard to the knowledge representation in the content (Items 2.7-2.12), the
performance of most groups was less than satisfactory. As the evaluation of Item 2.8
shows, only two groups in ten revealed a capacity to seek multiple perspectives. The
content was poorly synthesised because most groups merely copied the words from
the novels without clearly presenting diversified elements to compose an acceptable
report (Items 2.9-2.10). Worse, only two groups acknowledged the trailer links (e.g.
Figure 3) (Item 2.11). Evaluation of whether the language use was proficient was
difficult because much language was quoted from the novels (Item 2.12).

About the content across the set of slides for the revised files, the students improved
their understanding of the impact of their individual slide theme on the viewers
probably because of the enforcement through an exposure to the work of other groups.
They might consequently improve their content by collecting various resources and
synthesising the gathered resources.  As a result, particular aspects related to content
have been graded superior based on the statistical analyses including items 2.7, 2.8, 2.9,
2.10 and 2.11. Although the improvement is statistically insignificant, the slight
improvement can result from the peer discussion that enhanced understanding, even
when no student in a discussion group knew originally the best answer; the latter
condition is unnecessary in multimodal evaluation because of the individual
differences (Smith, Wood, Adams, Wieman, Knight, Guild & Su, 2009).
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Figure 3: Trailer by Group A

Table 3: Results of the cohesion of the presentation files (N = 10 groups)
5 points 4 points 3 points 2 points 1 pointsCohesion 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd

P
value

3.1. Do choices in colour, template
design, image and font style
“match” the topic?

30 10 40 80 30 10 0 0 0 0 .591

3.2. Do choices in colour, template
design, image and font style
complement/ blend/ conflict with
each other?

10 10 0 0 0 20 60 60 30 10 .104

3.3. Are headings used throughout the
slide set?

70 80 0 20 10 0 0 0 20 0 .121

3.4. Are the headings disparate or do
they help to construct a cohesive set
within the parameters of the task?

30 40 30 40 10 20 30 0 0 0 .168

3.5. Does the sum total of all nodal
information contribute to a
balanced treatment of the topic?

40 30 40 50 10 10 10 10 0 0 1.000

3.6. Does the overall structure of
information respond to all key
elements required by the task?

20 10 50 80 30 10 0 0 0 0 .591

An indispensible criterion in evaluation of multimodal texts, cohesion, was examined
in the last section (Table 3). The result for item 3.2 “Do choices in color, template
design, image and font style complement / blend / conflict with each other?” showed
that six groups might have struggled slightly in designing color schemes, template,
images and font styles. A positive result was reported in item 3.3. Most groups applied
the headings throughout a slide set. Based on items 3.4 and 3.5, the figures did not
imply astonishing results of evaluation. Students were generally able to construct
cohesive nodal information through headings. It is encouraging that no group failed to
complete the task by responding to most key elements required by the tasks according
to the positive results shown in item 3.6.
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Regarding the revised files, the cohesion in the choices of colour, template design,
image, and font style became similarly slightly improved (items 3.2 and 3.3). The
modified versions appeared to be better blended and more complementary from the
point of view as shown in the following slide by Group B (Figures 2 & 4) as an
example. A salient progression is the design of the knowledge representation across the
set of slides. The color tones of both background and fonts belong to Mazarin blue. To
make the slide content more readable and more pleasant, Group B adjusted the
background to be brighter and the fonts to be darker and bigger to exhibit the contrast.
The arrangements of the pictures and columns made the layout more dynamic.  The
peer discussion inspired students to adjust the design of their presentation, and the
cohesion likewise improved.

Figure 4: Group B revised version

After examining the slight progress made by the participants, the focus is now shifted
to the criteria of multimodal texts that showed no improvement. Likely because of a
lack of motivation and a limited ability in English, the students made no attempt to
improve their use of the language; grammatical errors persisted. The language used in
the content, including the heading, failed in the attempt to engage the viewers (e.g.
Figures 5 and 6). Apart from the limited language ability, creativity was possibly
restrained by the thematic establishment, the novel character introduction. An
innovative manner of expressing language could scarcely be found under such
circumstances.
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Figure 5: First version by Group C

Figure 6: Revised version by Group C

Results of the questionnaire

This section explores the students’ perceptions of the activity based on the results of
the questionnaire. Responses to the five-point Likert type were compiled by
percentage and responses to the open-ended question were classified according to
themes; the tabulated results are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4: Results of the self perception of learning (N = 44 students)
Percentage

Strongly
agree Agree Neu-

tral
Dis-

agree
Strongly
disagree

1. I surfed the Internet for related information
because of this activity.

65.8 29.3 4.9 0 0

2. I surfed the Internet for related pictures because
of this activity.

65.9 34.1 0 0 0

3. I surfed the Internet for related films because of
this activity.

60.9 34.2 4.9 0 0

4. I had no difficulty making a PowerPoint. 9.7 48.8 36.6 4.9 0
5. Making a PowerPoint helped me to better

understand the contents of the novel.
26.8 63.4 9.8 0 0

6. The responses of my classmates on the message
board are useful to improve my PowerPoint.

29.2 48.8 14.6 4.9 2.4

7. The scores for the PowerPoint are useful for the
improvement of the revision.

17.1 51.2 29.3 2.4 0

8. Group work is useful for improving the contents
of PowerPoint.

41.5 46.3 9.8 2.4 0

9. The presentations of other groups helped me to
understand the contents of other novels.

14.6 65.9 14.6 4.9 0

10. Overall, I like this activity. 9.7 51.2 31.7 4.9 2.4
11. Overall, this activity can help to improve my

English reading and writing skills.
7.3 61.0 21.9 7.3 2.4

Several conclusions might be drawn from Table 3. First, almost all students used the
Internet to seek information, pictures and related films. This confirms the findings of
the previous studies (e.g. Kimber & Wyatt-Smith, 2009; Vicent, 2005) that the e-
generation evidently has no hesitation in utilising the Internet to seek information that
it desires. Second, about PowerPoint file construction (items 4-6), although only 58.5
percent of the students expressed no difficulty in making such a presentation, 90.2% of
the students thought that such a practice helped them understand better the content of
the novel.

Third, the feedback received from the peers and the instructor was helpful to improve
the presentation. 78.0% of the students agreed that they benefited from the feedback
and suggestions of their classmates, and 68.3% of the students agreed that the grades
of the presentation files were helpful for the revision. Students responded positively to
the group work. 87.8% of the students agreed that group work is useful to improve the
content of the presentation and 80.5% agreed that the presentations of other groups
were helpful in understanding the contents of other novels. 60.9% of the students
expressed a liking for this activity and 68.3% of the students agreed that this activity
could help them to improve their skills in reading and writing English.

The responses by students to the open-ended question “What do I learn from this
activity?” are classifiable as follows. Most students (N=25) expressed that they learned
to correct their mistakes and to improve the content of their presentations according to
the feedback from their peers. Many students (N=16) thought that they would have
benefited from further training in construction of a presentation to polish it. For
example, they wrote too many words on the slide such that the main point became
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obscured. In addition, the arrangement of words and photos was improvable. As
Unsworth (2006) mentioned, the complementary relation of language and image
signifies that, under certain circumstances, images can extend text, and vice versa. To
strike a balance between words and pictures so that the audience could comprehend
the information via multimedia presentation depends on the decision of users.

Students recognised the deficiencies of their oral presentation as well; they (N=20)
remarked that the control of volume, speed and intonation was adjustable to improve
their oral presentation. In contrast, they were happy when other students remarked
that their oral presentation was satisfying and interesting. The students acknowledged
the power of cooperation; through communication with group members, they
benefited from team work.  They also claimed that they could draw the main ideas of a
new novel from the presentation of another group. Most students completed reading
their first English novel in the process of doing this activity, and improved their ideas
of the novel through construction of the presentation.

Conclusions

The findings are summarised as follows. About the multimodal files constructed by the
students, most aspects of the title slide and overall slide design were performed well,
apart from a lack of dynamic effects. The selection of coloring and toning of the
presentation indicated that the students took insufficient consideration of the
perception of the audience. About the content, the topics were presented in a limited
way, as the participants might have restricted themselves to the novel title and genre,
and dared not try more creative ideas. Similar constraints applied to the content
introduction, which comprised excessive material directly copied. Most students failed
to acknowledge their sources. Students might have struggled slightly to design color
schemes, template, images and font styles, but students were generally able to
construct cohesive nodal information through headings and responded to most key
elements required by the tasks.

The peer discussion enabled the students to offer opinions and to learn from each
other.  Improvements, although not substantial, were discernible in coloring, design
and content. Peer discussion can clearly help students enhance their knowledge and
mutual understanding because peer discussion provided varied perspectives that
helped inspire students’ creativity and modify their direction in the design of their
presentations. In contrast, other aspects such as language use were not improved; this
condition might reflect the limited language proficiency of the students or their lack of
an awareness of the need for further improvement.

The questionnaire results indicate that students were able to utilise Internet resources
to gather information. Working in groups helped improve the content of presentations,
and their construction helped them to understand the novel, which was the first
English novel that most students had read. They appreciated peer feedback that
improved their work and understood that they might need increased skills to
manipulate the software in refining their slide set. They discovered that adjustments to
speed, intonation and volume can be helpful when they made their oral presentations,
and were happy that others commented on their presentations as interesting.

In total, these results indicate that creativity, language ability and source
acknowledgment are the aspects requiring improvement. As mentioned before, few
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creative headings and layouts were presented, even after the peer discussion, because
of the constraints of the tasks, but a development of creativity is neither unnecessary
nor untrainable for students. Writing in English can likewise be improved by second
verification and frequent practice.  Acknowledgment of sources is a significant concept
that students in Taiwan universities need to reinforce; students must be instructed to
acknowledge the sources that they gather from either the Internet or elsewhere to
indicate credits to the authors.

In addition, students need increased training in creative thinking and critical thinking
to release them from merely copying the titles and texts from the novels that they have
read. Specific training in literature terminology and figurative speech might be helpful
for them to present the gist of the novel in a more sophisticated way. Workshops on the
presentation software and the operation of other office software might aid students to
take advantage of effects to animate the text, pictures and charts in sparing and
judicious ways to improve the focus on important points (Daffron, 2008). Training in
presentation skills and etiquette is necessary for them to enhance the information that
they seek to communicate. Not only students but also teachers must improve their
fluency within and across those features because students are exposed to the
presentation files of teachers that they might regard as the standard.

The adoption of such detailed items from criteria of Levy and Kimber (2009) helped
teachers to examine thoroughly the key multimodal features of the products, but
difficulty arises in answering every question because the production of multimodal
text is complicated, as stated by Levy and Kimber (2009) in their conclusion. To be
specific, both the questions of multiple choice and the other questions made evaluation
difficult. For example, item 1.1, “Did the author use or manipulate an existing
template? Or create her or his own?”, comprises three questions.  Another ambiguous
example is item 2.12, “Is language use proficient?” Whenever a student uses a copy
and paste method, language proficiency cannot be evaluated satisfactorily. The
question in 3.1, ‘Do choices in color, template design, image and font style “match” the
topic?’ might be subjective for evaluation.

Three suggestions are made for future studies. First, teachers from varied subjects can
adapt the criteria to discover the advantages and disadvantages of applying them to
evaluate and to compare presentations of students. Teachers can revise some criteria
according to their teaching contexts, and provide these criteria to students in advance
to direct their attention to improving specific aspects of the multimodal product.
Second, the results of this study calls for attention to pedagogical innovations for
language teachers. That is, the nature of training that might improve the multimodal
products of students is worth exploring. As shown in this article, peer feedback can
assist the revision of the products only in particular aspects. The kinds of training
needed and the methods for achieving the effects are worthy of study to yield
increased thoughts for teachers to promote the literacy of students in our modern
society. Finally, future studies can explore the possibilities of cross-modality transfer,
such as the transfer between the use of synchronous computer mediated
communication (SCMC) and oral language production as indicated by Thorne and
Payne (2005). The nature of cross-modality transfer is an area needing more
investigation so that L2 teachers can utilise appropriate ICT tools to efficiently improve
students’ foreign language proficiency.
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